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The main object of teaching is not to give explanations, 
but to knock at the doors of the mind.

- Rabindranath Tagore



Indic Summer Fest 2022 was a residential festival that was organized 

by Rishihood university for teenagers. The festival aimed to take 

delegates beyond the four walls of their homes and classrooms and 

allowed them to closely experience the self and society.

The entire five days nurtured the attributes of jigyasa (curiosity), 

chikirsha (readiness to act), and ananda (joy) with the focus on 

creating ROOTED AND FREE leaders.

INDIC SUMMER FEST - 2022

40+ Activities

100+ Learning Hours

25+ Expert Speakers

80+ Delegates
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80 teenagers. 12 cities. 20 different schools 

Teenagers invested their summer time in learning, 
gaining perspectives, and navigating their journey 
ahead. The fest was designed to educate 
delegates about the relationship between 
mind-body-soul, channel their creativity, and 
expose them to alternate career paths through 
multiple sessions, workshops, and activities.

Delegates spent their time engaging in:

Stories shared by the speakers about their life journeys, 
through the movie screening, and exchange of thoughts 
nudged towards finding one’s own story.

Community values through mentor sessions, outdoor 
games, and eating together. Various group activities 
stirred the benefit of human relations in the delegates.

Experiences that allowed the delegates to explore their 
self, society, scenarios, and solutions to witness holistic &  
fun learning.

INCEPTION ( Day 01)

Arrive with an open mind. Stay 
for the endless fun. Leave with 
a big smile.

The fest fostered the best in delegates, cultivated the joy of learning for 
life and guided them in becoming conscious, aware, and confident 
global citizens. The experiences were centred around three verticals, 
Yogi+, Exponential+ & Creative+.

Each day of the fest focused on bringing out one of these three specific 
facets of delegates personalities. From taking the reins of the mind with 
yogic practices to expressing the inner voice through creative outlets, 
and applying skills in different activities – every session catapulted the 
cheer and fostered universal human values.
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The inauguration session by the Chief Guest, singer/actor Vasundhara Das, 
initiated the delegates towards opening up to the opportunities that awaited 
them and encouraged them to stay alive towards every experience. 

The first day was also an inception into the program ahead and ice-breaking 
introductions to fest-mates and mentors from different parts of the country.
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“Enjoy every moment, live it to the fullest, make incredible relationships and 
friendships and go back changed, knowing yourself a little better.”

- Vasundhara Das



YOGI+ ( Day 02 )

True knowledge is not attained by thinking. 
It is what you are, it is what you become.

- Sri Aurobindo
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The second day of the fest was dedicated to learning about the self, society, community, and nation, how all 
these impacts  ourselves, how our self  perceives them, and the interconnections among these aspects.

Through different workshops during the day, delegates understood 
their mental, emotional, and physical fronts, and identified their 
strengths, weaknesses, thought and behaviour patterns.
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“Detox with Deep Talks” a session by Dr. Priyanka Tiwari took the 
delegates on a journey of compassion and how we all experience the 
many stages of this emotion. 

“Explore and Express the Self” segment of the fest engaged the 
delegates in theatre, creative writing, storytelling, and drawing as 
mediums of self-expression.

“Finding Your Zen”, the yoga session grounded the delegates to be in 
an aware and observant state of mind throughout the day.



The moderators, Gaurav Grover and Sumit Arora for the 
theatre session, Sri Hari Vittal for storytelling, Ayushee 
Chaudhary for creative writing, and Faiyyaz Rashid 
Khan for drawing immersed delegates in discovering 
these creative outlets as mediums of expression.

The delegates participated in an adrenaline filled segment “Khel-Kood” with multiple outdoor games like Tug 

of War, Dog N Bone, Dodge Ball, etc. The day ended with delegates grooving to contemporary devotional beats 

by “Rocking it the Satvik way”. They were transported into a happy and blissful state, connected to the inner self 

while being present in the moment.
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The session on “You Grow. Bharat Grows.” by Shobhit 

Mathur allowed them to gauge their role in society. It 

underlined how one’s growth is directly related to the 

growth of the nation, and vice-versa. 



All Power is within you.
You can do anything and everything.

- Swami Vivekananda
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EXPONENTIAL+ ( Day 03)



The early morning beginning with “Finding 
the Treasure” awakened the observational 
skills & swift senses of the students towards 
their near reality, the world outside.

The early morning beginning with “Finding the Treasure” 
awakened the observational skills & swift senses of the 
students towards their near reality, the world outside.

An interactive session on sustainability by Bhakti Devi Ji 
introduced the delegates to the concept of sustainability. 
The activities made them reflect upon how sustainability 
can be integrated into daily life and ways of extending it to 
different domains (Nature, Economy, Technology, etc.)

On the third day of the summer fest, they interacted 
with the world outside. Delegates were exposed to 
relevant and upcoming topics to enhance their 
“Exponential+” aspect.

“A day in the life of an entrepreneur” was a quick chat with Vineet 
Rai Ji about his journey to becoming an entrepreneur. He shared 
the stories of his initial days and how his mindset helped him grow 
into what he is today.
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“Transform-Up”, a workshop on social entrepreneurship by Sahil 
Aggarwal furthered the delegates to put themselves in the shoes of 
various stakeholders of the society, reflect upon their concerns and 
come up with innovative solutions that hold impact.

A follow-up workshop on impactful content creation, “Real to Reel”, 
discussed content consumption and creation in the internet world. 
The delegates analyzed some videos and were introduced to the 
process of creating meaningful content.

Before wrapping up their day with a “Popcorn Premiere - movie 
screening”, delegates came together for “building blocks” where 
they worked on creating their business plans & content.
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Vineet ji shares how his initial days in forestry taught him lessons about entrepreneurship. When he 
lived in a forest he realized that there's risk at every turn, and our faculties become very sharp. 

Very important for being an entrepreneur, you need to be able to see. If you are an entrepreneur, 
the shocks will come from areas that you never think of. If you are only looking in one direction, 
chances are you get slapped from left, right or which side you won't know. As an entrepreneur 

you need to be agile, a quick thinker and silver footed.

-Vineet Rai



Live each moment completely and the future will take care of itself. 
Fully enjoy the wonder and beauty of each moment.

- Paramahansa Yogananda
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CREATIVE+ ( Day 04)



Creativity in Daily Life by Professor Manika Walia 
helped the delegates channel their creativity as they 
went through “Creative Routines” and opened 
them up to multiple perspectives. They learned that 
creativity was beyond art and painting; it also acts as 
a tool for problem-solving.

This understanding was then expanded further through 
hands-on workshops during the session on “Art-Attack”. 
The session immersed the delegates in streamlining their 
creative selves and pouring them into various art pieces 
through different mediums. 

They explored Block Printing with Archana Ranjan, Ceramic Mosiac with Revati Jayakrishnan, Collaborative Illustrations 
with Suresh Bisht, Anamorphic Illusions with Ritesh Ranjan, and Insights into 3D with Faiyaaz Rashid Khan.

The morning began by spending time in 
nature, gardening, learning about the green 
friends on the campus, and exploring the 
Miyawaki Forest. 

Creativity at the fest was not limited to just art and 
craft but was introduced as an integral part of life 
and expression. Dedicating a day to creativity, the 
delegates explored it in various spheres of life.
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Then there was an exhaustive and intensive session on “Career Bites - Exploring 
Career Paths” unconventional career bites where experts from different walks of life 
shared their journeys. From culinary life with Chef Parvinder Bali to hotel management 
with Dr. Rajan Makkar, creative writing with Arushi Sharma to UI/UX designing with 
Aditi Bhatt, environmentalism with Devendra Sura to space journalism with Ayushee 
Chaudhary, the delegates had a sneak peek into all these alternate worlds. Additionally, 
Chetna Sabharwal informed them about the future job areas and how delegates can 
proceed towards their professional path based on their personality.
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The Abacus session by Dr. Gaurav Mittal further 
incentivized delegates  mental capabilities and 
engaged them in Abacus games.

Before calling off the lights for the day, the delegates 
donned the best of their talents and their dancing 
shoes for ISF’s Got Talent and DJ Nights.
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EXPERIENCE TO EXPRESSION 
(VALEDICTORY - Day 05)
At the fest, the delegates did not just understand the theory but also got 
to blend it into practice as they worked on projects to apply their learning. 
Through talent shows, art exhibitions, video presentations, business plans, 
and personal anecdotes, the five days allowed the delegates to express 
and showcase their skills, creativity & learnings. All works of art created in 
these workshops were also exhibited on the last day of the fest.  Some 
delegates also shared their learnings throughout the fest in an attempt to 
reflect and learn to consolidate their experiences.

During the valedictory session, the delegates also witnessed one of India’s 
best litigators Jai Sai Deepak and directly interacted with him. He explained 
the importance of self-discipline and having good company to define the 
path in life. He left the delegates with a significant thought on “Dharma” 
which acts as a traffic signal in our life, helping us navigate mindfully. 



J Sai Deepak in reply to a question on disciplining himself, “I don't think you should end up making this phase 

of your life dull and boring. That shouldn't be the case, but you should not also assume that learning is boring 

so that you have to �nd ways of making it interesting. So I think discipline happens largely through your own 

motivation but also you look at others and you learn.”

The idea is if you take up something, excel at it to such an extent that you are able to 
speak on a particular subject without any external support. You constantly read so that 

you have enough material to talk about it.

- J Sai Deepak
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 KAHAANIYAAN

“I loved dancing and performing at ISF. I loved all the sessions that happened here and I also became close friends 

with my roommate in the hostel. It was a new experience for me.” - Naisha

“I came to know about the fest through social media. I am very happy to be here. I started to think more creatively and 

enjoy the process. I loved the theatre workshop the most. I also loved the Rock-it the Satvik way: bhajan concert by 

Himanshu bhaiya. We danced our hearts out.” - Anuraag

“It was a very unique event. The kids got exposed to diverse career fields and the university gave them a very good 

opportunity to interact with experts in the field. An amazing part was that from the moment we entered Rishihood 

university till the time the children left, there was always a personal touch to everything. The management team was 

always there accompanying the kids and very actively involved which helped us trust them and be sure that our 

children are safe. We are really happy with the sessions conducted and the content of the sessions.” - Parents of Amey

“Our child enjoyed it a lot and as parents, we felt really secure sending her here. Even doing the things she didn't like 

made her strong somewhere and realized that she would have to adjust to the world and not the other way round. 

The fest environment was very friendly and our kids were comfortable instantly. We loved the entire plan and content 

of the fest. We were very satisfied and felt that they were at the right place.” - Parents of Jasgun
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SKILLS IMPARTED

Social and cultural understanding

Leadership

Communication

Collaboration

Confidence

Adaptability & Flexibility

Creativity

Empathy
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When you choose to do something , how strongly do you feel about it ? If most of you end up 
choosing such types of impactful positions to go and bring change, then India will naturally 

grow. You grow, Bharata grows. Make an impact for the country.

-Shobhit Mathur
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SPEAKERS
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ISF 2022 exposed the delegates to a vast spectrum of perspectives & life journeys through the speakers 
who came in from different walks of life and closely interacted with the them.

Prof. Manika Walia

Dean, School of Creativity, 
Rishihood University, Alumnus, 
London College of Fashion & 
Kering, UK

Dr. Bhakti Devi

Co-Director, Center for Water
Professor, Rashtram School of Public Leadership

Dr. Gaurav Mittal

CEO & Founder,Cognito Abacus
Author, 'Beads at play, Genius on the way’

Archana Ranjan

Assistant Professor, School of Creativity
29 Years of Experience in Pattern making 
and Garment construction

Sri Hari Vittal

Founder at The Vedic Pond

Arushi Sharma

User Researcher | Content Manager

Mohit Choudhary

Co-Founder, History Diaries, 
B.Tech (C.S.E), IIT Delhi

Chetna Sabharwal

Director at SkillsReform | 
Association of Indian Principals

Ayushee Chaudhary

Aerospace Journalist | Creative Editor | 
Content Lead

Aditi Bhatt

UX Designer at MakeMyTrip
Alumnus IIT Guwahati and IIT Roorkee

Himanshu Sharma

Singer | Musician | 
Album release- Tere Naal and 
Kaun Hare

Devendra sura

The Tree Man | Environmentalist | 
Police Officer, Haryana
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Vasundhara Das

Chief Guest ISF 2022
Actress, Musician and Entreprenuer

Sahil Aggarwal

Co-Founder and CEO, 
Rishihood University, B.Tech, IIT Delhi

Dr. Priyanka Tiwari

Assistant Professor, School of Education
Ph.D Cognitive Psychology

Shobhit Mathur

Vice Chancellor, Rishihood University
MS, University of Washington PGP, 
Indian School of Business

Vaibhav Sharma

Assistant Professor, School of Creativity
Master's in Fine Art – Sculpture

Soumya Aggarwal

Director at RishiEd, Rishihood University
Alumna of the University of Illinois,
HEC Paris

Ritesh Ranjan

Assistant Professor, School of Creativity
Master's in Fine Art - Art History and 
Art Appreciation

Revati Jayakrishnan

Teaching Associate, School of Creativity 
Alumnus University for the Creative 
Arts – Farnham, UK

Dr. Rajan Makkar

Director at GIHM | Alumnus IHM, 
Panipat and Delhi University

Vineet Rai

Founder - The Aavishkaar Group

Parvinder Bali

Corporate Chef Learning and Development
at Oberoi Hotels and Resorts

J Sai Deepak 

Litigator and Author
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